


PHILOSOPHY

The Valeria Photography Studio has been photographing

weddings for more than 30 years, completing hundreds

of assignments, making it among the most venerable

photography studios in Rome.

Through many years of activity, the Studio has

successfully photographed a great number and variety of

marriages, thanks to the dedication, discretion, and

personal attention given to each client by Valeria

Santoni.

We work personally with each couple, from the moment

the bride and groom are dressed until the last piece of

the wedding cake is sliced. We never take commercial

photos - our photographs are always refined and

elegant.

The pictures that the couples choose will be optimized in

post production, guarantying a highly professional

product. We personalize every service according to the

desires and tastes of our clients, so that we can offer

them a unique and unrepeatable memory.



WEDDING COVERAGE

150 fine arts images. Fully edited HD resolution, print

ready

All file HD resolution

Delivery on web transfer

$1000,00

Availability from the preparations of the couple until the 

end of the feast



WEDDING FULL COVERAGE

2 Photographers

300 Fine arts images. Fully edited HD resolution, print

ready

All file HD resolution

Album

Delivery on web transfer

$ 2700,00

Availability from the preparations of the couple until the 

end of the feast



Style and elegance are the basic philosophy of 

the Studio. During every shoot, the two 

photographers combine their skills to guarantee 

elegance and professionalism in their work. 

Combining formal photographs with candid 

snaps, they deliver evocative, memorable 

photos for each wedding service they do.

Our studio NEVER delegates assignments to 

outsiders. Only the owners of the studio, Lido 

and Valeria Santoni, work with the newlyweds on 

the day of their marriage, guaranteeing 

competence and professional service from the 

first snap to the optimization of the last photo.

Via Gregorio VII, 510/512

Rome, Italy

00165 

Telephone +390666032187

Mob +393496074843

Skype valeriasantoni1979

Email :  info@fotolidosantoni.it

Website : www.fotolidosantoni.it

Facebook:  Studio Fotografico Lido e Valeria Santoni

Twitter : @FotoSantoni

FULL DAY WEDDING 

COVERAGE VIDEO 

2 Cameras + Drone

$ 1450,00

Availability from the preparations of the couple until the 

end of the feast

mailto:info@fotolidosantoni.it
http://www.fotolidosantoni.it/
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WEDDING COVERAGE 

VIDEO 

1 Camera

$ 980,00

Availability from the preparations of the couple until the 

end of the feast

mailto:info@fotolidosantoni.it
http://www.fotolidosantoni.it/


ENGAGMENT SESSION

Engagement session or Pre wedding

50 Fine Arts images. Fully edited ,HD resolution,

print ready

All the shots HD resolution

Delivery on Web Transfer

$ 320,00

Video

Video Full HD

Delivery on Web Transfer

$ 300,00

Ability to perform the service of one day before wedding



WEDDING PEN DRIVE

Our caskets for PEN DRIVE are rigorously Made in Italy.

The box contains a PenDrive with the best photos of the 

event, with professional photo editing, high-resolution. 

You can customize the PenDrive with their names and 

enter in box 50 shots in Fine Art paper.

costs from € 230.00 + VAT



WEDDING ALBUM

All our albums are Made in Italy.

We have the ability to print a lot of sizes, from 

15x20 to 40x40 format. 

Each album can be customized in the type of photo 

paper, color of the cover and the enclosing box. 

Each album can be personalized with the names of 

the couple.



Style and elegance are the basic philosophy of the

Valeria Santoni Photographic Studio. During every

shoot, the photographer combine their skills to

guarantee elegance and professionalism in their work.

Combining formal photographs with candid snaps, they

deliver evocative, memorable photos for each wedding

service they do.

.

Via Gregorio VII, 510 – 00165 Rome, Italy

Phone: +390666032187 - Mobile: +393496074843

Skype: valeriasantoni1979

Email: info@valeriasantoni.com

Web: www.valeriasantoni.com

Facebook: Valeria Santoni Photographer


